Health & Medicine Subject Guide

New to NBC Learn? Check out our Website Tour for an introduction to our content and features. If you’ve used NBC Learn before, read on for information about videos related to Health & Medicine.

Content Highlights

NBC Learn has thousands of archival, current events, and original videos related to Health and Medicine, including extensive resources on the topics below.

Advances in Medical Technology

Keep up-to-date on the latest advances in medicine, health care technology, and innovative practices.

- FDA Approves Breakthrough Drug to Treat Multiple Sclerosis
- Human Embryos “Edited” in the U.S. for the First Time
- Telemedicine, Billed as the Future of Medicine, Is Here Now

Epidemics

Find information related to the outbreak, impact, and containment efforts for contemporary and historical epidemics.

- Early Studies on AIDS
- Why the Flu is Deadlier Than Ebola
- 2017 Study: Opioid Abuse Hits Epidemic Levels in U.S.

Health Policy

Find news stories related to healthcare reform and regulation.

- Walk-In Medical Care: Fast, But How Good?
- FDA Rolls Out New Nutrition Labeling
- Obamacare’s Impact: Americans Explain How It’s Helped and Hurt
Medical Research
Learn about the findings of recent medical studies.

Gene Treatment Shows Promise in Attacking Cancer
10 Foods That Affect Risks for Heart Disease, Stroke, and Type 2 Diabetes
2017 Study Finds Brain Disease in 110 Out of 111 NFL Players

Public Health
Find stories about public health issues, including trends and education initiatives.

Special Report: Smoking and Health (1964)
Four Years After Fast-Food Ban, Los Angeles Residents Are Heavier
Looking to Iran for a Hand in U.S. Health Care

Personal Health
Find short videos with advice on improving mental and physical health.

2017 Study: Reducing Trans Fat Intake Improves Health
Using Fitness Trackers to Analyze Activity
What Is Our Constant Technology Doing to Our Relationships

NBC Learn Series

Mysteries of the Brain
This seven-part series explains the structure and functions of the brain.

Science of Innovation
This series explores the science behind innovative technologies, including medical devices.

Science of Sports
Created in partnership with the National Science Foundation, these highly-engaging videos explain the science concepts involved in the NFL, NHL, Golf, and the Olympics.
Search Tips
To view all NBC Learn videos for a topic, you can browse by collection using the left-side menu.

To do a basic search, type a keyword in the search box on the upper right corner of the webpage, where it says "Search NBC Learn."

Alternately, you can use the Advanced Search feature, located next to the Browse feature at the top of the left-side column:

After you browse or search, you will see a results page. To narrow your results, use the filtering tools on the left side of the page. You can narrow your results by Event or Air/Publish Date, Collection, Source, or Type.

Share your ideas and suggestions with us!
We’re always looking for ways to improve our site. Please send us any suggestions you have of features or content that would make NBC Learn more useful for you! Many of the site’s existing features have been developed in response to users’ feedback.
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